**Parts Checklist:**
- Qty. 2 Patriot Poles (A)
- Qty. 1 Senco mp Net (B)
- Qty. 1 Worm gear winch unit box (includes arm clamps for pole mounting) (C)
- Qty. 2 Black Velcro Collars with pre attached carabinier clips for bottom net connection. (D)

**Optional components:**
- Ground sleeves for new installation
- Velcro side straps for sencomp net available at additional cost.
- Pole Padding.

**Step by Step set-up instructions:**

Setting Up your Patriot Professional Volleyball System:
1) - Attach winch (C) following provided instructions carefully.
2) - Place both poles (A) in respective sleeves in floor.
3) - Adjust upper pole height on both poles by removing the hitch pin from slot.
4) - Use height adjustments holes to find desired height on both poles. Insert pinstop into slot.
5) - Locate top Kevlar cord net, place one loop on hook on lower Pole A(2).

**HOW TO TIE A LOOP KNOT:**

- Place same top Kevlar cord of net on Pulley of Pole A2.
- On Pole A(1), place same top cable on pulley located at the top of pole.
- Feed Kevlar cord into winch (C). Start feed by looping the rope around the hook on the winch spool. Making a loop knot and lassoing the hook will give you best results.
- Turn winch handle until desired net tension is reached.

***If net tension is not satisfactory, shortening the placement of your loop knot will increase net tension***

10) - For bottom net tension first attach the 2 black Velcro collars with single D-ring.
11) - Attach bottom net Kevlar cord to the black Velcro collar on Pole A(2) using the carabinier clip already attached to Velcro collar.
12) - On Pole A(1) attach the rope ratchet to the Velcro collar using the smaller carabinier clip pre assembled on the rope ratchet gear itself.
13) - Finally pull on the bottom net cable extending through the rope ratchet tensioner until desired bottom net tension is reached.

*Side tension devices (ropes/Velcro straps) should be used AFTER desired top and bottom tension are reached.
*Please note that side tension ropes (3 on each side) come standard, Velcro side straps are available at an additional cost.

**Cut Undesired Lengths (Optional).** Flame treat ends or cutting area with match or lighter to keep cord from fraying. Use caution when working with fire.